Powered Subwoofer

SYNERGY Sub-10
A masterpiece of sound and design, the
Synergy Series Sub-10 shakes things up
with its rock-solid performances. Its
extraordinary power adds a dose of
“reality” to movie explosions and other
special effects, as well as reveals commonly
elusive lower musical tones.
The Sub-10 reaches deeper and hits harder
thanks to a 10-inch, down-firing driver
coupled to a highly efficient BASH amplifier
that creates 200 watts of continuous power
and 420 watts of dynamic power.
The subwoofer’s built-in, steep-slope (24dB/
octave) low-pass crossover is continuously
adjustable from 40 to 120Hz. A phase
control facilitates acoustical integration of
the subwoofer with the other speakers
in the system. An “auto power” feature
enables the subwoofer to turn itself on and
off (standby) automatically, based on the
presence or absence of an audio signal. A
blue/red dual color LED display on the front
of the subwoofer indicates whether the unit
is on or in standby mode.
In addition to delivering a bass impact that’s
beyond restraint, the Sub-10 features a new
industrial design that is refined and aggressive. Available in a black finish with titanium
accents, this extraordinary subwoofer
matches the entire Synergy Series lineup in
both style and performance.
With its charged presence and room-rocking
abilities, the Sub-10 delivers an adrenaline
rush of sound that will impress your friends
and provide years of high-quality audio
entertainment.

• 10-inch, down-firing driver
• 420 watts of dynamic power
• Steep-slope (24dB/octave) low-pass crossover is continuously
adjustable from 40 to 120Hz

Specifications
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 		

28-120Hz +/-3dB

AMPLIFIER POWER FTC 			

Rated Power: 200 watts 			

					

continuous @ 1% THD,

					

Dynamic Power: 420 watts

MAXIMUM ACOUSTIC OUTPUT

115dB @ 30Hz 1/8 space, 1m

DRIVE COMPONENTS 			

One 10” (25.4cm) fiber-compos-		

					

ite cone, down-firing woofer

AMPLIFIER 				

BASH(r) digital hybrid

PHASE 					

Switchable 0-180 degrees

ENCLOSURE TYPE 			

Bass-reflex via rear-firing port

INPUTS 				

L/R line-level RCA jacks, L/R

					

high level speaker binding posts

OUTPUTS				

L/R High level speaker binding

					

posts (passthru)

HEIGHT 				

17” (43.2cm) H

WIDTH 					

14” (35.6cm) W

DEPTH 					

18.9” (47.9cm) D

WEIGHT 				

37 lbs. (16.8kg)

FEATURES 				

Volume, Lowpass, Phase,

					

Auto Power

FINISH					

Black vinyl

VOLTAGE 				

110/120 VAC 60Hz

EXPORT VOLTAGE 			

220 VAC 50/60Hz
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